
Love’s Ragged Claws – Sample 
 

There was at first no sound from the other side of the confessional. An absurd idea flashed 

through Father Angelo’s mind that the man on the other side had died. But Gabriel had merely 

paused again, thinking his own thoughts . . .   

 

* * * 

 

Eva gazed out from her cabin window in Colorado. She could see a few rooftops of the town, 

and in the distance, the forest, thick with blue spruce and bristlecone pines, rising vertically up to 

the snow-capped peaks.  

Rat-a-tap-tap-tap.  

Funny how she knew Gabriel’s knock, how deeply embedded it was in the rings of her memory. 

She opened the door, and there he was, smiling, a little older than the last time she had seen him, 

but still willowy tall with arms thrown about, a patch of thick white hair on his head. Still 

smiling the same smile.  

“Hallo, love,” he said, tossing off his knit hat. Still a spring in his step, she thought. 

“How are you feeling, Eva?” 

“Good,” she said, and she let him hug her. 

“More or less,” she added. 

That’s my old Eva, Gabriel thought. In that one phrase, he recognized layers of her psyche at 

work. She had been a dental lab technician, crafting the tiniest contours of the human tooth, each 

one unique, in simulacrum. Good at it, too, but crippled by perfectionism. She could never finish 

anything for fear it would not be good enough. Never be too hopeful. To be hopeful is to be 

crushed when perfection is missed. She felt good in his presence; he knew that. And through the 

lens of that goodness he could see all the folds her beauty. Her features themselves, well, all her 

life she had been known for plainness of features. And look at her now. Still the round boyish 

face, the pixie haircut, but with more gray. Yet she knew how deeply Gabriel saw in her 

plainness a pristine beauty. And she loved it. But no, it raised insufferable expectations. She 

must moderate expectations to avoid the crushing moment of their falling short.  

“More or less,” she repeated, and they held each other’s gaze for one second more, a second in 

which each recognized the other’s penetration, saw their hidden graces and flaws exposed, the 

little psychological mechanisms that they could not control and that seemed so serious at other 

times, reduced to mere curiosities when unmasked by trusted eyes. 

“Should we go into Boulder?” asked Gabriel. 

“Yes, let’s,” said Eva, and down they went through the winding canyons. 

  


